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German traffic up 4% in 2018 despite
loss of airberlin; S19 seats up over 3%
Despite the collapse of airberlin/NIKI at the end of 2017,
Germany’s airports still managed to record passenger growth of
4% in 2018, according to The ANKER Report analysis of monthly
data from the 22 members of ADV (Arbeitsgemeinschaft
Deutscher Verkehrsflughäfen). Total passenger numbers
through these airports reached almost 245 million, to which
can be added the 1.8 million which used Memmingen and
Rostock.
The phrase ‘nature abhors a vacuum’ (attributed to the Greek
philosopher Aristotle) has a parallel in the aviation industry, in
that when an airline collapses the ‘vacuum’ of its lost services
are often rapidly ‘filled in’ by other carriers. In the case of
airberlin/NIKI it was primarily easyJet and Eurowings that
initially led the charge to pick up lost routes. The creation of
Laudamotion (now 100% owned by Ryanair - see page 9 for
more details) has been another consequence of the collapse of
the German/Austrian airline group.

to less than two percent thanks to the significant growth at the
airport of Eurowings and to a lesser extent Condor, as well as
the arrival of easyJet and Laudamotion. It also welcomed Adria
Airways, Air Europa, Cobalt and Ryanair for the first time.
Hamburg’s drop in passenger numbers was more equally split
between the loss of airberlin/NIKI and the decision by easyJet
to axe its base at the airport resulting in the loss of around 50%
of the airline’s annual seat capacity in 2018. Condor, Eurowings,
Lufthansa and SWISS all added more than 100,000 one-way
seats, but overall it was not enough to offset the losses.
At Berlin SXF the reduction in traffic had nothing directly to do
with airberlin as the airline did not operate from the airport.
easyJet cut capacity as the result of its Berlin TXL base while
Ryanair trimmed its capacity at the airport by 3% and Transavia
dropped its two routes from Munich and Rotterdam. Only Wizz
Air grew its one-way capacity by at least 100,000 seats at Berlin
SXF in 2018, though Germania (plus 98,000 seats) came close.

Welcome

This week’s lead story is Germany,
where the collapse of airberlin/NIKI
has not had the dramatic impact that
might have been expected on overall
passenger numbers in 2018. We
examine developments at newcomer
Traffic doubles in last 20 years
Laudamotion and well established
Despite various external shocks during the last 20 years (such
Virgin Atlantic.

as ‘9/11’ and the global economic recession of 2008/09),
The airports of Aalborg, Paris CDG, demand for air travel at Germany’s main airport has just about
Lamezia Terme, Lviv and Oulu are all doubled in the last 20 years from 124 million passengers in
1998 to 245 million in 2018. That equates to average annual
analysed while there is a review of 747 growth of just under 3.5% per annum.

operations in Europe as the aircraft
turns 50. Seven country profiles and
the latest new route launches round
out the issue.

The last two years have seen the highest growth since 2011
when traffic grew by 4.5% to reach almost 200 million. Despite
the loss of airberlin/NIKI demand grew by 5.1% in 2017 before
last year’s increase of 4.0%.

Ralph Anker The German government introduced an air passenger tax in
ralph@anker-report.com 2011. Although it did not appear to have an immediate impact
on demand that year, it could explain the sluggish growth seen
in both 2012 and 2013.
Three of the top seven airports lost traffic in 2018
Despite the arguably impressive growth of 4% in 2018 across all
airports, three of Germany’s top seven airports saw a drop in
the number of passengers compared with 2017. These were
Düsseldorf (down 1.4%), Hamburg (down 2.2%) and Berlin SXF
(down 1.1%).
Düsseldorf was a base for airberlin and did well to limit its loss
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Frankfurt adds five million passengers
The airport with the biggest volume increase in passenger
numbers was Frankfurt, where traffic grew by almost 8% to
69.5 million, representing an additional five million passengers
compared with 2017. The airport benefitted from Lufthansa
adding 1.6 million one-way seats, Ryanair adding over 900,000
(to virtually treble its presence at the airport) and easyJet
operating more than 300,000 seats on its new route to Berlin
TXL. All this more than compensated for the loss of 420,000
seats from airberlin/NIKI.
Smaller German airports have mixed results
Among Germany’s smaller airports there were significant drops
in traffic at Frankfurt HHN (-15%) and Weeze (-12%) both of
which are Ryanair bases. Conversely there was also impressive
growth at Memmingen (+27% to 1.49 million), which is also a
Ryanair base. Wizz Air also contributed significantly to
Memmingen’s growth with several new routes.
Another airport to report double-digit growth was Dortmund
(+14% to 2.28 million), but here the driver of growth was
almost entirely Wizz Air, which launched a raft of new routes,
including Iasi, Kharkiv, Lviv, Poznan,
continues on page 10
Targu Mures, Tirana and Vienna.
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Virgin Atlantic still offering around 70% of its capacity on routes to
US; changes to its network in S19 include dropping of Dubai service
Formed by Richard Branson in 1984, Virgin Atlantic has
primarily been a long-haul airline with its focus on routes
from London’s two busiest airports at Heathrow and
Gatwick. For S13 it ventured into the UK domestic
market with its Little Red brand, having acquired slots at
Heathrow after British Airways acquired British Midland.
It wet leased four Aer Lingus A320s to offer multipledaily flights to Aberdeen, Edinburgh and Manchester in
competition with British Airways. However, all three
routes were dropped during 2015.
Fleet of almost 50 widebody aircraft
With a fleet of over 40 widebody aircraft (14 A330s,
seven A340s, eight 747s and 17 787s), Virgin Atlantic
welcomed seven new aircraft into the fleet in 2018
according to planespotters.net. These primarily replaced
older A340s and 747s. The 787s have all been delivered
to the airline since October 2014. This year will see the
airline welcome the first of its A350-1000s, of which it
ordered 12 in 2016.
US routes dominate
Virgin Atlantic has always focussed heavily on the US
market which is considered highly lucrative from the UK.
For the last three years US flights have consistently
accounted for 70% of the airline’s annual scheduled seat
capacity. From Heathrow it served nine US destinations
in 2018, six from Manchester, two from Gatwick and one
each from Belfast BFS and Glasgow GLA.
The nine US routes from Heathrow are Atlanta, Boston,
Los Angeles, Miami, New York EWR, New York JFK, San
Francisco, Seattle-Tacoma and Washington. This year will
see the addition of Las Vegas (moved from Gatwick)
while from Manchester the airline is replacing Los
Angeles with San Francisco. In terms of ASKs in August
2018 the airline’s top six routes were all to the US.
Caribbean connections; Dubai to end
From Gatwick, Virgin Atlantic also serves a number of
destinations in the Caribbean, which will be particularly
useful to cricket fans this winter following the latest
exploits of the England team in the West Indies.
From Heathrow the airline’s non-US flights are to Delhi,
Dubai, Hong Kong, Johannesburg, Lagos and Shanghai.
Sadly, the Dubai service, launched in March 2006, will
cease from the end of March. British Airways (3-daily)
and Emirates (6-daily) both provided considerable
competition on the route, with Emirates also serving
Gatwick (3-daily) and Stansted (daily).
Other non-US destinations previously served by Virgin
Atlantic from Heathrow include Accra, Cape Town,
Mumbai, Nairobi, Tokyo NRT and Vancouver. With Delta
fsAir Lines having a 49% stake in the airline since June
2013 and Air France KLM set to acquire 31%, it will be
interesting to see what the future holds for the airline.

Virgin Atlantic network development 2005-2019
Year

Non-stop destinations added

2005

LHR - Mumbai, LGW - Nassau

Non-stop destinations no longer served

2006

LHR - Dubai, LGW - Montego Bay

2007

LHR - Barbados, LHR - Chicago, LHR - Mauritius, LHR - Nairobi, LGW - Kingston, GLA - Orlando

LGW - Port Harcourt

2008

LGW - Grenada, LGW - Nassau

2009

LHR - Barbados

2010

LHR - Accra

LHR - Mumbai, MAN - St. Lucia

2011

MAN - Las Vegas

LHR - Mauritius

2012

LHR - Mumbai, LHR - Vancouver, LGW - Cancun

2013

LHR - Aberdeen, LHR - Edinburgh, LHR - Manchester

LHR - Nairobi, LGW - Kingston

2014

LHR - Atlanta

LHR - Accra, LGW - Tobago

2015

LHR - Detroit, BFS - Orlando, MAN - Atlanta

LHR - Vancouver
LHR - Aberdeen, LHR - Cape Town, LHR- Edinburgh, LHR - Manchester,
LHR - Mumbai, LHR - Tokyo NRT

2016
2017

LHR - Barbados, LHR - Seattle/Tacoma, LGW - Varadero, MAN - Boston, MAN - New York JFK,
MAN - San Francisco

LHR - Detroit, LGW - Varadero

2018
2019

LHR - Chicago

LHR - Las Vegas, MAN - Los Angeles

LHR - Dubai (ends 31 Mar 19), LGW - Las Vegas, MAN - San Francisco

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for January 2004 to December 2019.
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Austria: It’s all kicking off in Vienna with so much new
low-cost capacity entering the market. As a result three
of the top seven airlines in Austria in November are new
entries. While the top three airlines are all part of
Lufthansa Group, the battle for best of the rest is going
to be pretty intense it seems.

The ANKER Report

Belgium: The two airports serving the Belgian capital
both reported growth of just over 5% in December.
Brussels Airlines grew seat capacity faster than Ryanair
while Wizz Air and TUI fly Belgium both reported doubledigit growth, while British Airways was the only leading
airline to record a cut in capacity versus last December.
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UK: Healthy traffic growth of 5% across all UK airports
with only Glasgow failing to see passenger numbers
increase in November after Ryanair shifted capacity to
Edinburgh. British Airways capacity was down almost 6%
in November while Flybe seats fell by over 8%. However,
Jet2.com and Wizz Air both grew by more than 20%.
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Paris CDG passes 70 million passengers in 2018 and was served by
over 110 airlines; new Chinese routes and Vueling expansion in S19
Figures from Aéroports de Paris confirm that Paris CDG
handled over 70 million passengers in 2018,
representing growth of 4%. This follows a successful
2017 when traffic grew by 5.4%. After reaching almost
60 million passengers in 2007, the global economic
recession of 2008 was the beginning of a period of six
years when demand was around the 60 million mark.
Since 2013, traffic has grown by at least 2.8% each year,
apart from in 2016 when there was only marginal
growth of 0.2%.
Over 7 million passengers in July and August
The traffic peaks of July and August saw CDG handle over
seven million passengers each month in 2018. Looking at
the monthly passenger traffic since 2014 clearly shows
the impact of the lengthy Air France pilot strike in
September 2014.
Air France by far the biggest carrier
While Paris ORY is dominated by domestic routes, Paris
CDG is dominated by international traffic, with domestic
routes accounting for less than 10% of demand. Air
France is the dominant carrier with almost exactly 50%
of scheduled capacity according to analysis of
FlightGlobal schedules data. The French flag-carrier
served almost 170 destinations last summer from the
airport having added 15 new destinations in 2018.
UK-based LCC easyJet is the next biggest carrier
accounting for less than 7% of scheduled capacity last
year. It has had a base at the airport since May 2002 and
serves over 40 destinations.
More airlines than any other European airport
With Paris’s global appeal and fewer capacity constraints
than at London LHR, the French airport welcomes more
airlines than any other airport in Europe. Last year,
according to FlightGlobal schedules data, Paris CDG
greeted well over 110 airlines. This included several
airlines which were new for 2018; Air Saint-Pierre, Blue
Air (serving Bucharest and Turin), Georgian Airways
(serving Tbilisi), Iran Air (Tehran), LEVEL (Vienna),
Pegasus Airlines (Ankara), WestJet (Halifax) and Xiamen
Airlines (Fuzhou).
New destinations for CDG in 2018 included Bari (Air
France), Bergen (Air France), Berlin SXF (easyJet),
Chongqing (Hainan Airlines), Denver (Norwegian),
Fortaleza (Air France), Fuzhou (Xiamen Airlines), Halifax
(WestJet), Indianapolis (Delta Air Lines), Jinan (XL
Airways France), Lorient (Air France), Oakland
(Norwegian), Shenzhen (Hainan Airlines), Tbilisi
(Georgian Airways), Toulon (Air France) and Wroclaw
(Air France). Other new notable services providing
competition to incumbents included Air Canada to
Vancouver, Delta Air Lines to Los Angeles and Norwegian
to Boston.
By the end of 2018 Paris CDG had direct flights to 11
destinations in China, which is more than Heathrow (10),
Frankfurt (eight) and Amsterdam (six), and the same as
Moscow SVO (also 11).
Air France adding more new routes in 2019
At least two more new airlines will serve CDG in 2019.
Air Senegal has just launched service from Dakar (see
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page 7) while Atlantic Airways will begin flights from
Vagar in the Faroe Islands from 1 July. Vueling is growing
its CDG capacity by over 40% and launching new routes
to Alicante, Copenhagen, Menorca, Palma de Mallorca
and Porto. This will make it the third biggest carrier at
CDG in 2019.
Air France is continuing to launch new routes with
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service to Belgrade, Dallas/Fort Worth, Heraklion, Olbia,
Palermo, Quito, Split and Tbilisi coming in 2019.
However, there are currently no flights to Agadir,
Cagliari, Dubrovnik, Ibiza and Tehran in S19. Other
developments include WestJet adding a second
Canadian route (to Calgary) and easyJet launching a 4weekly service to London STN from 31 March.
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Ireland: The country’s top four airports all reported very
similar growth in December of between 5% and 7%. Aer
Lingus grew its seat capacity twice as quickly as Ryanair
while Norwegian’s capacity was up over 50%.
Netherlands: Amsterdam saw December traffic rise by
almost 6% with Eindhoven not far behind at 5%. KLM,
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Transavia and easyJet all grew their Dutch capacity by
around 5%, but Ryanair’s seats were down almost 12%.
Flybe was the only leading airline with seats up 10%.
Poland: Traffic grew an estimated 9% in December
across all Polish airports with Krakow leading the way
with 17% growth. LOT is still expanding its capacity by
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more than 20%, while Ryanair and Wizz Air both saw a
small reduction in Polish seat capacity.
Ukraine: The arrival of Ryanair and rapid growth from
Wizz Air has helped grow Ukraine’s passenger market by
more than 20% in December. The national airline is also
contributing with capacity up over 13%.
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Aalborg sees fivefold increase in international traffic since 2009
Located in northern Denmark and the country’s fourth biggest
city, Aalborg reported record traffic of 1.61 million passengers
in 2018, an increase of just under 6% on the previous year.
After rapid growth from fewer than 700,000 passengers in
2005 to almost 1.4 million in 2011, traffic has grown much
more modestly in recent years. Domestic traffic peaked at just
over one million passengers in 2010, but fell last year to just
over 800,000.
Traffic growth has come from the international scheduled
market where demand has risen from just under 100,000 in
2009 to 550,000 in 2018. The airport’s biggest international
scheduled route in 2018 was with KLM to Amsterdam. The
next biggest international routes both saw significant growth
last year; Norwegian to Malaga and Ryanair to London STN.
Ryanair only began serving Aalborg in September 2017 and
the London route is currently its only one at the Danish
airport. Norwegian also serves Alicante, Gran Canaria and
Palma de Mallorca but dropped its route to London LGW at
the end of S18.
On the 240-kilometre domestic route to Copenhagen,
Norwegian and SAS compete head-to-head with multiple daily
frequencies, while SAS also serves Oslo. British Airways also
used to serve Oslo using its local franchise partner SUN-AIR,
but this route was terminated at the end of 2018. Aalborg is
not currently served by easyJet, Eurowings or Wizz Air.
However, Vueling offers weekly seasonal service to Barcelona.

Lamezia Terme international traffic up 18% in 2018
Last year was a record year for Lamezia Terme International
Airport in the Calabria region of Italy, with the facility
handling over 2.7 million passengers. The nearest airports are
Crotone (just 75 kilometres to the east) and Reggio Calabria
(110 kilometres to the south).
Domestic routes still dominate at the airport with around 70%
of capacity allocated to just two cities, Milan and Rome.
However, while Alitalia has the Rome FCO route to itself,
passengers heading for the Milan area can choose from
Alitalia to Linate; Air Italy (launched on 1 September), easyJet
or Ryanair to Malpensa and Ryanair to Bergamo. Ryanair also
serves Bologna, Pisa and Venice TSF while Blue Air offers
service from Turin. Volotea began service from both Genoa
and Verona in May 2018, adding more domestic choices.
While traffic overall grew by 8% in 2018, international traffic
was up 18% to almost 700,000 passengers. Ryanair is by far
the biggest airline for international flights with eight routes,
four of which are to destinations in Germany. However,
growth in S18 came primarily from other carriers. There were
new routes in S18 from Athens with Aegean Airlines, from
Basel with easyJet, from Düsseldorf and Munich with Condor,
and from Rotterdam with Transavia. New routes for S19
include Condor to Hannover, Ryanair to Berlin TXL and Malta,
TUI Airways to London LGW and Manchester, and TUI fly
Deutschland to Düsseldorf and Frankfurt.

Oulu dominated by Helsinki flights; new Stockholm route launched
Oulu in west-central Finland is the country’s fifth biggest city
with a population of just over 200,000. It is famous for hosting
the Air Guitar World Championships with the 24th edition
taking place in August.
The city’s airport, operated by Finavia, handled almost 1.1
million passengers last year, breaking the previous record set
in 2012. The significant dip in traffic in 2017 can be explained
by the fact that the airport was closed in July 2017 for runway
resurfacing and other infrastructure upgrades.
The sharp increase in traffic in 2011 coincides with the
decision of Norwegian to start competing with Finnair and
Blue1 on the route to Helsinki. When Blue1 became a service
provider for SAS in late 2012 it dropped the route to Helsinki
which explains the dip in traffic in 2013.
According to FlightGlobal schedules data the Helsinki route
accounted for over 95% of scheduled seat capacity in 2018
with both SAS and Norwegian offering multiple daily flights.
The demise of NextJet resulted in the loss of services to Lulea
in Sweden and Tromsø in Norway.
Norwegian also serves Gran Canaria and Tenerife TFS, while
S18 saw Finnair launch new, seasonal routes to Chania and
Palma de Mallorca. However, the most significant
development was probably the introduction of a 4-weekly
service on the 700-kilometre route to another hub airport,
Stockholm ARN, operated by SAS using CRJ 900s.
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Latest European route news
Launched routes
Air Senegal on Friday 1 February began daily service
between Dakar and Paris CDG using its brand new A330900 which was delivered to the airline earlier in the
week. The 4,210-kilometre route is already served by Air
France, which also flies between the two airports on a
daily basis. Up until the end of January passengers also
had the choice of flying with Corsair (the French airline
subsidiary of TUI Group), which also operated a daily
service using its 360-seat A330-300s. Paris is not the only
European city to have direct daily flights to the
Senegalese capital; Brussels (with Brussels Airlines),
Lisbon (with TAP Portugal) and Madrid (with Iberia) all
have daily connections. In addition, Air Italy offers 5weekly flights from Milan MXP, Turkish Airlines has 4weekly flights from Istanbul IST and Aigle Azur has 3weekly service from Marseille. Finally, Binter Canarias
flies 2-weekly from Gran Canaria while Vueling offers
weekly service from Barcelona. Air Senegal (IATA code
HC) was formed in 2016 after the collapse of Senegal
Airlines and began commercial operation in May 2018
with domestic flights using ATR 72-600s. It then acquired
two A319s in the fourth quarter of 2018.
Garuda Indonesia has introduced non-stop flights from
London LHR to Denpasar in Bali. The 3-weekly service
began on 22 January and will be flown using the
SkyTeam member’s 777-300ERs. The aircraft operates
Jakarta-London LHR-Denpasar-Jakarta. This means that
to get back to the UK passengers will need to take two
flights, first from Denpasar Bali to Jakarta using one of
the airline’s 737-800s and then change aircraft to the
777s operating to London LHR. According to the airline
(responding to a query on its Facebook page) it would
like to be able to fly non-stop to the UK from Bali but the
airport’s runway is not certified to handle 777-300ERs
with a full payload for the 12,520-kilometre flight.
Garuda abandoned flights to Europe between November
2004 and June 2010 when it resumed flights to
Amsterdam via an intermediate stop in Dubai. Non-stop
flights to Amsterdam resumed in May 2014 with London
LGW becoming a one-stop service via Amsterdam from
September 2014 until March 2016. Non-stop service to
London LHR resumed in October 2017 but was
temporarily suspended in November 2018.

Laudamotion began two new routes on 1 February from
its Vienna base. Kiev KBP is now served 5-weekly using
the airline’s A321s. The 1,070-kilometre route is already
served by Austrian Airlines (12-weekly) and Ukraine
International Airlines (13-weekly), while Wizz Air offers
indirect competition by flying 6-weekly from Vienna to
Kiev IEV. The second new route is to Stuttgart. This
route will initially be flown 4-weekly, increasing to daily
from the end of March at the start of S19. The 550kilometre route is already served by Austrian Airlines
(21-weekly) and Eurowings (18-weekly). Both of those
carriers are part of the Lufthansa Group. For more on
the latest developments at Laudamotion please see page
9 of this issue. This summer Laudamotion’s network
from Vienna is set to offer over 30 destinations non-stop
from the Austrian capital. Five routes to various Greek
leisure destinations are set to launch either at the end of
March, or in mid-May. The LCC will account for around
6% of seat capacity from Vienna this summer, making it
the fourth biggest airline at the airport.

Pakistan International Airlines increased its route
network to Europe with the addition of weekly flights
starting on 20 January from Sialkot in north-east
Pakistan to Barcelona and Paris CDG. The airline is using
a 777-200 which is based in Islamabad to operate these

new services which only operate non-stop in one
direction. The complete aircraft routing is IslamabadParis CDG - Barcelona - Sialkot - Paris CDG - Barcelona Islamabad. These are the only flights between Sialkot
and Europe. PIA offers non-stop services in 2019 to
Islamabad from Barcelona, Birmingham, London LHR,
Manchester, Oslo and Paris CDG; to Karachi from
London LHR; and to Lahore from Copenhagen, London
LHR, Manchester and Paris CDG. The only other nonstop services between Europe and Pakistan are offered
by British Airways (from London LHR to Islamabad
starting on 2 June) and Turkish Airlines (from Istanbul
IST to Islamabad, Karachi and Lahore).
RusLine, which began several new domestic routes from
Naryan-Mar a couple of weeks ago, has now added
another domestic route from the northern Russian
airport to Chelyabinsk. The 1,430-kilometre route will be
flown 2-weekly (Mondays and Fridays) using the airline’s
50-seat CRJs. The route is not served by any other
carrier. Chelyabinsk lies around 200 kilometres east of
Ufa, close to the Ural Mountains in west-central Russia
and not far from the border with Kazakhstan. The airport
handled 1.53 million passengers in the first 11 months of
2018, according to Russian government statistics.
S7 Airlines has become the latest carrier to connect
Moscow DME with Belgorod. The 540-kilometre route
will be flown daily by the oneworld carrier using its
Embraer E170s. No other airline currently connects
these two airports. However, RusLine flew the route
between March 2014 and March 2018 before shifting its
operation to Moscow VKO. Yamal Airlines served the
market with daily flights between mid-May 2018 and
December 2018 using Sukhoi Superjet 100s on the route.
RusLine continues to serve Belgorod from Moscow VKO
while Aeroflot flies 3-daily from Moscow SVO (up from 2
-daily in February 2018). UTair connected Vnukovo and
Belgorod with up to 3-daily flights in early 2018 but
dropped the route in May 2018. Belgorod is a city of
around 360,000 inhabitants located around 40
kilometres north of the border with Ukraine on the
Seversky Donets River. The airport handles around
350,000 passengers per annum and is just 80 kilometres
north of Kharkiv in Ukraine. This winter S7 Airlines
serves 47 domestic destinations from Moscow DME
though domestic capacity is up less than 1% compared
with W17/18. Apart from Belgorod the airline’s only
other new domestic route this winter is Saratov, which it
began serving in June 2018 according to FlightGlobal
schedules data.
Turkish Airlines resumed service to Sulaymaniyah in
Iraq on 26 January. The Star Alliance carrier is once again
operating daily service with its A321s from Istanbul IST
after the airport was closed to international flights in late
September 2017. Turkish Airlines had first started
serving the city in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq back in
July 2011. This becomes the airline’s fifth route to Iraq as
it already serves Baghdad, Basra, Erbil and Najaf.
Turkish Airlines has recently announced that it plans to
move all operations to the new Istanbul airport from 3
March 2019.
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Lviv in Ukraine sees traffic grow by almost 50% again thanks to Ernest
Airlines, Ryanair and Wizz Air; Kiev and Warsaw are leading routes
Located in western Ukraine, just 70 kilometres from the
Polish border, Lviv is the country’s seventh biggest city
with a population of over 700,000 people. The airport
serving the city handled 1.6 million passengers last year.
That represents growth of almost 50% compared with
2017 when the airport also experienced near 50%
growth compared with 2016.
Ryanair arrives and Wizz Air returns
At the end of October 2018, Ryanair finally began service
to Lviv and began five routes to Krakow, London STN,
Memmingen, Warsaw WMI and Weeze. This was
supposed to have happened at least a year earlier but
there were issues for the airline with the authorities.
Wizz Air had previously served Lviv between July 2008
and April 2015 with its local subsidiary Wizz Air Ukraine.
The ULCC then returned in April 2017 and launched
routes to Berlin SXF and Wroclaw, followed by
Dortmund, Gdansk, Katowice, London LTN and Vilnius in
2018. Looking ahead the carrier is set to add service to
Copenhagen starting at the beginning of March.

Ernest Airlines serving multiple Italian destinations
Another airline making a significant contribution to Lviv’s
traffic growth in 2018 was Ernest Airlines. This Italianbased carrier now serves Lviv from five Italian airports;
Milan BGY, Milan MXP, Naples, Rome FCO and Venice
VCE using its small fleet of three A320-series aircraft.
Analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for 2018 reveals
that while Ukraine International Airlines was the leading
provider of scheduled seat capacity, LOT Polish Airlines
actually operated more flights on its routes from
Warsaw WAW, Bydgoszcz, Poznan and Olsztyn-Mazury,
the last of which was launched in 2018.
UIA offers five international routes
Ukraine International Airlines offers 2-daily service to
Kiev KBP which accounts for around two-thirds of the
carrier’s capacity at Lviv. The remaining capacity in 2018
was split across five international routes; Barcelona,
Bologna, Madrid, Rome FCO and Tel Aviv. The Catalan
city was a new route for S18 and operated weekly from
the end of April.

Apart from the home carrier and LOT, a few other
European flag-carriers also serve Lviv. These are Austrian
Airlines (from Vienna), Belavia (from Minsk), Lufthansa
(from Munich) and Turkish Airlines (from Istanbul IST).
Providing competition on the route to Istanbul is
Pegasus Airlines which serves Istanbul SAW.
Looking ahead, apart from Wizz Air’s new route to the
Danish capital, airBaltic is launching a 4-weekly non-stop
service on 1 April from Riga using its Q400s. These are
currently the only confirmed new routes at Lviv for 2019.
Schedule data suggests that thanks to the launch of
many new routes during 2018, seat capacity at the
airport is expected to grow by around 35% in 2019.
As explained in our lead story in Issue 26 of The ANKER
Report, there are currently no flights to Moscow due to
political tensions between Ukraine and Russia.
Wizz Air to be #1 in 2019
Schedule data suggests that Wizz Air will be the leading
airline in Lviv in 2019 with 24% of seats, followed by UIA
(18%), LOT (13%), Ryanair (13%) and Ernest Airlines (8%).

As the Boeing 747 turns 50, only 10 airlines are still operating the
type in Europe across 13 airports; still popular on routes to the US
Boeing’s 747 jumbo jet made its first ever flight on 9
February 1969. As the aircraft reaches its 50th
anniversary its presence at Europe’s airports continues
to decline. According to analysis of FlightGlobal
schedules data for 2018, Boeing 747s only account for
approximately three in every 1000 flights from European
airports. However, in terms of seat capacity their share is
much higher at 0.7%. Measured by ASKs (Available Seat
Kilometres) flights operated by 747s account for fully
2.7% of ASKs flown from European airports, which
compares with 3.8% of ASKs for the much newer A380.

with British Airways and Lufthansa accounting for
around two-thirds of all flights. This is one fewer than in
S18 as Thai Airways is no longer planning to use 747s on
its Bangkok to Munich route this summer.

British Airways and Lufthansa lead the way

British Airways will use its remaining 747s on 19 routes
this summer, 13 of which are in the US. Compared with
last August the aircraft is no longer being used on flights

There are now only 10 airlines operating 747s on
scheduled passenger services in Europe this summer,
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A total of 13 European airports are expected to welcome
747s in August 2019, five fewer than in August 2018.
Aeroflot has moved its last remaining 747 flights from
Vnukovo to Sheremetyevo, while Munich, Paris CDG,
Simferopol, St. Petersburg and Zurich, which all had 747
service last August, do not have any planned for August
2019.
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to Boston and Dallas/Fort Worth but is now being used
on flights to Houston.
Lufthansa is using the 747 on 23 routes this August, of
which 10 are to destinations in the US. Compared with
last August the 747s are no longer flying to Detroit,
Osaka KIX and Tehran, but are now serving Beijing,
Philadelphia and Seoul.
For KLM the aircraft is being used on the same 11 routes
from Amsterdam as it was in August 2018. Of these only
four are in the US, four are in other parts of the
Americas, two are in Asia (Hong Kong and Seoul) and
one is in Africa (Nairobi). Note, although Aeroflot is listed
as an operator, these flights are actually operated on its
behalf by Rossiya Airlines which still has nine 747s.
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Laudamotion launches base in Stuttgart after handing Berlin TXL ops
to Ryanair; Vienna replaces Palma de Mallorca as biggest base in S19
Not content with being a three time Formula 1 world
champion, Niki Lauda can also claim to have launched
three airlines. First Lauda Air, then NIKI and now
Laudamotion. The first was absorbed by Austrian
Airlines, the second became part of the airberlin Group
while his latest creation is now a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Ryanair.
Laudamotion was formed as a result of the collapse of
airberlin/NIKI at the end of 2017. As it established itself
in S18 the initial focus of its operations was on serving
the popular Palma de Mallorca market from airports
across Austria, Germany and Switzerland. During the
course of S18 Laudamotion served Palma from 17
airports according to FlightGlobal schedules data.
Berlin TXL and Vienna bases opened in June
Last summer also saw the airline establish operations
from Berlin TXL and Vienna. The Vienna base was
expanded considerably in W18/19 when Palma services
were reduced to just three routes and Berlin TXL and
Düsseldorf operations were also cut.
Laudamotion’s Vienna network grew from just nine
routes in S18 to 23 routes in W18/19. The Vienna market
has become incredibly competitive with easyJet,
Eurowings, LEVEL and Wizz Air all fighting to establish
profitable operations.
New base in Stuttgart as Ryanair takes over Berlin base
In co-operation with majority shareholder Ryanair, it was
decided that the Berlin TXL base would be transferred to
the Irish ULCC for S19. Laudamotion has continued to
expand in what might be considered its home base in
Vienna, while also announcing that Stuttgart would
become a base from the end of February 2019.
The Vienna network is set to grow further to 31 routes
this summer with the addition of six new routes to
Greece, as well as Kiev KBP and Stuttgart. The last two of
these launched on 1 February (see page 7 for more
details).
The Stuttgart base will welcome 18 new routes this
summer as Palma was already served in S18. The new
routes are spread across several countries; Austria
(Vienna), Croatia (Pula, Split and Zadar), Denmark
(Copenhagen), France (Marseille and Nice) Hungary
(Budapest), Italy (Alghero, Bologna, Milan BGY, Naples,
Venice TSF and Verona), Montenegro (Podgorica),
Poland (Krakow), Spain (Malaga) and Sweden
(Gothenburg). Of these new routes Laudamotion will
compete head-to-head with Eurowings on Krakow,
Malaga, Naples, Nice, Pula, Split and Vienna, while
Austrian Airlines also serves Vienna and SAS serves
Copenhagen.
15 new airports for 2019
This year will see Laudamotion add 15 new airports to its
route network. Ten of these will be served from the new
Stuttgart base while Kiev KBP, Mykonos and Zakynthos
will be served from Vienna. Finally, Palermo and
Stockholm NYO are new destinations served only from
Düsseldorf.
Apart from Berlin TXL, several other airports will have
lost Laudamotion service for S19, notably Cologne Bonn
and Frankfurt which both welcomed 3-daily service to
Palma de Mallorca in S18.
Fleet to grow to 25 aircraft this summer
According to the airline’s latest press release, the
Laudamotion operating fleet is set to grow from 19
aircraft in S18 to 25 aircraft in S19. That includes four
737-800s on wetlease from Ryanair. The four A321s will
be phased out during the summer leaving just A320s and
Ryanair’s Boeings. For 2020/21 the plan is to have 30
A320s which will increase to 40 for 2021/22, by which
time the carrier expects to be handling 10 million
passengers and be the second biggest carrier in Vienna.
Up to 20 new routes are set to be announced for
W19/20 across the airline’s four bases, while there are
also plans to announce at least one new base outside of
Austria and Germany in W19/20. According to the
airline, this summer will see Laudamotion base at least
eight aircraft in Vienna, seven in Düsseldorf, three in
Stuttgart and just two in Palma de Mallorca. Its top four
routes in S19 for ASKs will all feature Palma with 13 of
the top 15 routes all involving destinations in Spain.
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Capacity currently up 3% for S19
Analysis of the latest FlightGlobal schedules data for S19
shows that seat capacity on offer across all German
airports is currently up just over 3% while flights are up
just under 2%, indicating further growth in average seats
per flight. The top six airports are all registering
significant volume growth in capacity with Munich
leading the way with an additional one million one-way
seats this summer.
The four airports currently showing the biggest volume
reductions in seats are Berlin SXF, Cologne Bonn,
Frankfurt HHN and Weeze. At Berlin SXF easyJet and
Ryanair are responsible for the main cuts, while the Irish
ULCC is completely responsible for the cuts at Hahn and
Weeze. At Cologne Bonn, Eurowings is responsible for
the majority of lost capacity as it has reduced its seat
offering by 13% (some 350,000 one-way seats) and cut
several long-haul routes.
Lufthansa shifts growth to Munich
A look at which are expected to be the leading airlines in
Germany in S19 confirms that Lufthansa continues to
lead the way. The German flag-carrier is set to grow its
seat capacity by almost 4%. However, what is significant
is that growth at its Munich hub (+8%) is much higher
than at its Frankfurt hub (+1%).
For its low-cost subsidiary Eurowings, planned capacity
for S19 is currently flat compared with S18. Across the
airline’s eight busiest airports capacity changes vary
from growing 7% in Düsseldorf, 6% in Stuttgart, 4% in
Hamburg and 1% in Nuremberg, to reducing capacity by
4% in Munich, 5% in Berlin TXL, 8% in Hannover and 13%
in Cologne Bonn.
Ryanair is currently showing a 1.2% drop (around 90,000
one-way seats) in German capacity despite its new base
at Berlin TXL (+483k seats). It is also growing at Cologne
Bonn (+4%), Frankfurt (+7%), Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden
(+5%), Memmingen (+7%) and Nuremberg (+10%).
However, in S19 it will have stopped flying to Düsseldorf
and Leipzig/Halle and cut capacity at Berlin SXF by 7%,
Bremen by 19% and Stuttgart by 32% as well as Hahn
and Weeze as previously mentioned.
easyJet’s capacity growth of almost 9% is mainly due to
the maturing of its Berlin operations which were
ramping up during last summer. Wizz Air’s 25% growth
in Germany sees the ULCC adding at least 10,000
additional one-way seats at seven airports including its
first ever services to Bremen (from Gdansk, Kiev IEV and
Skopje). For more on Laudamotion’s developments in
Germany see page 9 of this issue of The ANKER Report.
Italy and Turkey markets booming
Looking at the leading international country markets
from Germany for S19, the number one market to Spain
is currently showing a 1.3% drop in capacity compared
with last summer. In contrast, the second and third
ranked international markets of Italy and Turkey are
currently registering capacity growth of 8.6% and 6.4%
respectively, the fastest growth of any of the top 15
country markets.
The UK market is showing a 3% reduction in capacity
while the UAE market is currently down 8% with Condor,
Emirates and Etihad Airways all set to cut capacity
between the two countries in S19. Smaller markets
showing impressive growth are Albania (+98%),
Colombia (+64%), Ethiopia (+60%), Montenegro (+39%),
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Macedonia (+35%) and Iceland (+28%). Joining UAE in
seeing a drop in capacity are Bulgaria (-16%), Iran (-16%),
Estonia (-13%), Slovenia (-12%) and Cuba (-11%).
Domestic market set for steady growth
The German domestic market looks set to see capacity
growth of around 3.5% in S19 with Lufthansa seats up
3.5%, Eurowings up 8% and easyJet up 9%. However,
Ryanair domestic seats are down 70% as the airline has
cut weekly frequency on its Berlin SXF to Cologne Bonn
route from 30-weekly in S18 to just 9-weekly in S19. The
only significant new connection for S19 is the recently
launched Hamburg to Friedrichshafen route with BA.
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Long-haul capacity set to grow around 3%
Capacity on long-haul routes is up just over 3% for S19.
Daily services lost since S18 are Hamburg to Newark
(United), Frankfurt to Osaka KIX (Lufthansa) and Munich
and Frankfurt to Philadelphia (both American Airlines).
New, daily long-haul services for S19 are Munich to
Charlotte and Dallas/Fort Worth (both with American
Airlines), Munich to Bangkok and Osaka KIX (both with
Lufthansa) and Frankfurt to Denver (with United
Airlines). While Eurowings has dropped several long-haul
routes from Cologne Bonn it has added routes from
Düsseldorf to Bangkok, Las Vegas and Newark.
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